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Decentralization and double spending problem



Bitcoin features
Decentralized

P2P

Like Torrent - but with one file (Blockchain)

Created thought process of “mining” - decentralize currency issuer (central bank) 
with competing participates

Deflationary - halves currency issuance every 4 years

21mln by the year 2140

Digital Gold



Value 

Deflationary - halves currency issuance every 4 years 

Cap at 21mln, currently 17mln (84%) in circulating supply

The law of supply and demand

Mining costs

Speculation



Blockchain



Bitcoin - Blockchain application



How it works



Version Control system



How to synchronize worldwide 
distributed database 





Bitcoin introduce consensus algorithm
Each node:

- keeps its own copy of blockchain
- accepts only blocks that pass set of rules

- Validates proof of work
- Checks double spending

- is its own source of truth
- broadcasts only valid transactions

This strategy allows distributed nodes agree on current state of blockchain without 
trusting each other.

Thus becoming Byzantine Tolerant system.



Incentivization 
to cheating



Add blocks randomly without worrying about 
Proof of work

They can include an invalid transaction and give 
themselves extra coins

Mine on top of a sub-optimally scoring block.



The Nash Equilibrium in mining and the 
punishment system.
If a miner create invalid blocks, and perform proof-of-work on it, other honest nodes 
won’t validate it, thus the cheater will waste his computing power (will be punished). 

If a miner create valid block, and be the first who finds the proof-of-work. He will be 
rewarded by the coinbase and transaction fees. 



Mining Pools
Even though the reward of finding valid block is very high($0.5mln), the chance of 
finding it is so low, that many people can’t afford to run miner for long time without 
rewarding.



https://www.blockchain.com/pools

https://www.blockchain.com/pools


https://www.blockchain.com/charts/miners-revenue



https://www.blockchain.com/charts/hash-rate



Expenses: 
55gr/kWh * 2,094kW * 24h = 6.30zł/day

Incomes:
10000000$/day * 0.0000011 = 11$/day * 3.8 zł/$ = 41.8zł/day

2366$ * 3.8zł/$ / 35.5zł/day = 253day

2094W

Hashrate shares: 53TH / 45000000TH = 0,00011%

Profit: 41.8 zł/day - 6.3 zł/day = 35,5 zł/day



Computation or Attack
We can increase our hashrate shares by either investing in increasing our hashrate 
or by investing in decreasing others hashrate (by DDoS attack).

B. Johnson, A. Laszka, J. Grossklags, M. Vasek, and T. Moore, “Game-theoretic analysis of DDoS attacks against bitcoin mining 
pools,” in International Conference on Financial Cryptography and Data Security, pp. 72–86, Springer, 2014.

Mining Pool B

Computation DDoS

Mining Pool A
Computation A/(A+B+R) , B/(A+B+R) 0 , B/(B+R)

DDoS A/(A+R) , 0 0 , 0



Computation or Attack

B. Johnson, A. Laszka, J. Grossklags, M. Vasek, and T. Moore, “Game-theoretic analysis of DDoS attacks against bitcoin mining 
pools,” in International Conference on Financial Cryptography and Data Security, pp. 72–86, Springer, 2014.



Block Withholding Attack

The Miner’s Dilemma - Ittay Eyal Cornell University



Miner’s Dilemma

The Miner’s Dilemma - Ittay Eyal Cornell University



51% Attack



Source: Mastering Bitcoin - Second Edition by Andreas M. Antonopoulos



Source: Mastering Bitcoin - Second Edition by Andreas M. Antonopoulos



Source: Mastering Bitcoin - Second Edition by Andreas M. Antonopoulos



Source: Mastering Bitcoin - Second Edition by Andreas M. Antonopoulos



Attack



Stealth mining 



Spends funds 



Overpower public blockchain



Broadcast our stealth blockchain



Rearrange the network



How is Bitcoin secured against this
This attack is extremely hard to perform legally on Bitcoin.

And not so extremely hard to perform illegally.

Performing this kind of attack would devalue bitcoin price, so the attack reward



Proof-of-Work 
alternatives



https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption

https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption


Economy of Scale



Proof of Stake







Incentivization to being fair
Validators will lose their stake if they approve fraud transactions.

There is no mining, they don’t receive new coins.

As far as the stake is higher than the fee revenue there is higher incentivization to being fair.

51% Attack would require possession of 51% all bitcoins. ($71_122_239_522 / 2)
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